A set P of disjoint paths in a graph G is called a (complete) path cover of G if every vertex of G belongs to one of the paths in P. A path cover of any subgraph of G is called a partial path cover of G. For xed k > 0, a k-blanket of graph G is a partial path cover P of G, consisting of exactly k paths, that maximizes the size of the subgraph covered by P. A k-core of graph G is a partial path cover P of G, consisting of exactly k paths, that minimizes the sum, over all vertices v of G, of the distance of v to its closest path in P. The problems of nding a k-blanket or a k-core (for xed k) of an arbitrary graph G as well as the dual minimum-path-cover problem ( nd a path cover of minimum size) are all NP-Hard.
Introduction
All the graphs dealt with in this paper are simple, nite, undirected, and without multiple edges. A graph G with vertex set V and edge set E, is denoted by G = (V; E). jV j (respectively, jEj) is also denoted by n (respectively, m).
A path in G is a sequence of t 1 distinct vertices v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v t in V such that v i and v i+1 are adjacent in G, for all 1 i < t. We say that such a path P joins vertex v 1 to vertex v t , and de ne span(P) = fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v t g. More generally, if P denotes a set of paths in G then span(P) = P2P span(P).
A set P of disjoint paths in G is called a (complete) path cover (respectively, a partial path cover) of G if span(P) = V (respectively, span(P) V ). A partial path cover P has size jPj. Obviously, every graph has a path cover (of size at most n). However, if the size is constrained a path cover might not exist; for example, having a path cover of size one is clearly equivalent to being Hamiltonian. Thus, several natural optimization problems arise in connection with path covers of a given graph. Speci cally, the minimumpath-cover problem asks for the construction of a path cover of minimum size. Alternatively, one might x the size of a partial path cover and maximize its span or minimize the worst-case or average-case distance of vertices from the partial cover.
Let d(u; v) denote the number of edges in the shortest path joining the vertices u and v in G. If no such path exists then d(u; v) = 1. Let P be a path in G. The distance of a vertex v from the path P, denoted by d(v; P), is de ned as d(v; P) = minfd(v; j)jj 2 span(P)g:
This research was initiated while the second and fourth authors were students at IIT-Madras, India. For xed k > 0, a k-blanket of graph G is a partial path cover P of G, consisting of exactly k paths, that maximizes span(P). A k-core of graph G is a partial path cover P of G, consisting of exactly k paths, that minimizes ecc(P).
The problems of nding a minimum size path cover, a k-blanket, or a k-core of an arbitrary graph G, for any xed k > 0, are easily seen to be NP-hard, by a straightforward reduction from the Hamiltonian path It is clear that these problems remain NP-hard when restricted to families of graphs for which the Hamiltonian path problem is NP-hard. However, the Hamiltonian path problem is polynomial-time solvable on several important graph families such as cocomparability graphs 12], suggesting the possibility of similar results for these generalizations of the Hamiltonian path problem. In fact, the minimum-path-cover problem is known (see 4]) to be linear time solvable on cographs, a well-studied subfamily of cocomparability graphs (described in detail in the next section). See 15] for material on cographs, cocomparability graphs, interval graphs, permutation graphs and other classes of perfect graphs.
The notion of a k-core is one of many that capture the essence of \centrality"of vertices or paths in graphs. The median of a graph G is a single vertex v which, viewed as a partial path cover, has minimum eccentricity. More generally, a k-median (or multimedian) of a graph is a set S of k vertices of minimum eccentricity. An application of the 1-core problem in routing a highway through a road network is mentioned In this paper, we introduce a strengthening of the notion of a minimum path cover, called a perfect path cover. We show that every cograph admits a perfect-path-cover and use this to obtain an O(m + n log n) time algorithm for nding, for any arbitrary k, a k-blanket or a k-core of an arbitrary cograph.
Cographs
The complement of a graph G = (V; E), denoted G, is the graph (V; E 0 ), where (u; v) 2 E 0 if and only if (u; v) 6 4 . No graph other than the ones generated by a nite number of applications of 1, 2 and 3 above belong to C.
Cographs happen to be precisely the class of graphs with no induced paths on four vertices 7]. Hence, algorithms tailored to cographs have application in practical settings such as examination scheduling and automatic clustering of index terms in which the associated graphs are expected to have no vertex induced paths of length greater than three 10].
Another algorithmically signi cant property of cographs is that they have a rooted tree representation 3 k-cores and k-blankets in product graphs Suppose that the graph G is a product graph, that is it can be expressed as G 1 G 2 , where G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ) are graphs. (This is certainly the case if G is a connected cograph on two or more vertices, in which case G 1 and G 2 are also cographs.) Lemma 3.1 If P is a k-core or a k-blanket of G then span(P) must include at least minfjV 1 j; jV 2 j + kg vertices of V 1 and at least minfjV 2 j; jV 1 j + kg vertices of V 2 . Proof: Suppose that span(P) includes s vertices of V 1 and t vertices of V 2 . If s < jV 1 j, let x be some vertex in V 1 ? span(P). Then no path of P terminates in V 2 or contains two consecutive vertices of V 2 .
Otherwise, such a path P could be extended to include x, using edges between V 1 and V 2 , producing a new path set P 0 satisfying ecc(P 0 ) < ecc(P) (since d(x; P 0 ) = 0 < d(x; P)), and span(P 0 ) = span(P) x, contrary to our assumption that P is either a k-core or a k-blanket of G. Hence, s t + k. By a symmetric argument, if t < jV 2 j then t s+k. It follows that s minfjV 1 j; jV 2 j+kg and t minfjV 2 j; jV 1 j+kg.
It follows from lemma 3.1 that the notions of k-core and k-blanket coincide for product graphs: Theorem 3.1 Let G = G 1 G 2 . Then a set P forms a k-core for G if and only if it is a k-blanket of G.
Proof: Suppose G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ), G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ). If P is a k-core or a k-blanket of G then both V 1 and V 2 have non-empty intersections with span(P). Hence, by the de nition of product, d(v; P) 1, for all v 2 V 1 V 2 . Since path sets P satisfying d(v; P) 1, for all v 2 V 1 V 2 , have ecc(P) = n ? jspan(P)j, they minimize ecc(P) if and only if they maximize span(P). It follows that P is a k-core if and only if it is a k-blanket.
Corollary 3.1 If G = G 1 G 2 , then P is a 1-core of G i it is a longest path in G.
Implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the following useful relationship between the span and eccentricity of blankets and cores: Corollary 3.2 If P is a k-core or a k-blanket of a product graph G then ecc(P) = n ? jspan(P)j.
The notions of k-blanket and k-core are not equivalent for disconnected cographs. This is because, any k-core (say P) of G must contain at least one path from each component of G; otherwise ecc(P) = 1. Such a condition is not required for a k-blanket of G. In section 6 we will describe how to compute a k-core or k-blanket for an arbitrary cograph.
Perfect path covers
In this section we introduce the concept of a perfect path cover, which generalizes the concepts of minimum path cover and k-blanket. In Section 5 we show that a perfect path cover for a cograph can be computed in O(n log n) time. This leads in turn to e cient algorithms for nding both k-cores and k-blankets in cographs, for any arbitrary k (Section 6).
De nition 4.1 A sequence hP 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P k i is a perfect path cover for G if and only if fP 1 ; : : : P k g is a path cover (and hence a k-blanket) of G, and for all j, 1 j < k, fP 1 ; : : : P j g is a j-blanket of G.
Of course, not every graph admits a perfect path cover. However, we shall now prove that all cographs do admit perfect path covers. Once a perfect path cover is known, j-blankets can be easily computed for all j. 
Perfect path covers under product operations
Throughout this subsection, we suppose graph G = (V; E) has the form G 1 G 2 where G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ). Without loss of generality, we assume that jV 1 j jV 2 j. cover of G.) Finally, concatenate the rst t paths, Q 0 1 ; : : : Q 0 t into one path R 1 , by appending path Q 0 a+1 to path Q 0 a , for 1 a < t, and rename Q 0 a as R a?t+1 , for t < a r. 1 ; S 2 ; : : : ; S k g be any k-blanket of G. By lemma 3.1, V 1 span(S). By removing the vertices of V 1 from S, we get a set S 0 of k 0 k + jV 1 j disjoint paths from G 2 . Since hQ 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : Q r i is a perfect path cover of G 2 , the set Q k 0 = fQ 1 ; Q 2 ; : : : ; Q k 0 g is a k 0 -blanket of G 2 and hence jspan(Q k 0 )j jspan(S 0 )j. Thus jspan(R k )j = jV 1 j + jspan(Q jV1j+k )j jV 1 j + jspan(Q k 0 )j jV 1 j + jspan(S 0 )j = jspan(S)j. Hence, R k is a k-blanket of G, for all k, 1 k < s.
Theorem 4.2 above demonstrates that a product graph has a perfect path cover whenever its larger factor does. This asymmetry is exploited in our algorithm for constructing perfect path covers in cographs.
Perfect path covers under union operations
In this subsection, we suppose graph G = (V; E) has the form G 1 G 2 , where G 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ).
Let b P = hP 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P a i be a perfect path cover for G 1 and let b Q are perfect path covers for G 1 and G 2 respectively, it follows that T 0 = fP 1 ; : : : P i ; Q 1 ; : : : ; Q k?i g is also a k-blanket in G. But, by construction, R k = fR 1 ; R 2 ; : : : R k g satis es span(R k ) span(T 0 ), and hence R k is also a k-blanket in G.
E cient computation of perfect path covers in cographs
Let G = (V; E) be an arbitrary cograph and suppose that its corresponding cotree T G is given. (As noted earlier, T G can be constructed from a standard representation of G in O(n + m) time. Hence, if T G is not given the O(n log n) time bounds of this and subsequent sections should be read as O(m + n log n).)
In this section we rst present an O(n log n) time algorithm for computing just the set of lengths associated with the paths in a perfect path cover of G. Later we show how to obtain the actual paths in a perfect path cover. We maintain a collection of sets of path lengths. (Since all paths are disjoint, the total number of lengths appearing in all sets is at most n.) Each set is represented by a standard mergeable priority queue (supporting make set, insert, extract max and merge operations in O(log n) time each) 5].
The computation begins with a preprocessing step in which T G is converted into a binary tree (exploiting the associativity of both the product and union operations) and each node x of the resulting tree is labeled by size(x), the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at x. Recall that our construction of a perfect path cover of a product graph depends only on the perfect path cover of its largest factor. For this reason, we also label each non-root node x as non-critical if the parent of x is non-critical or the parent of x is a product node and x is not the largest (size) child of its parent (with ties broken arbitrarily). It should be obvious that this preprocessing can be carried out in time linear in the size of T G .
The computation continues in a standard bottom up fashion, processing leaves rst, and internal nodes only when both of their children have been processed. Processing a non-critical node involves nothing.
Processing a critical node x involves the construction of S x the set of lengths associated with the the paths in some perfect path cover of the cograph G x , whose cotree is just the subtree of T G rooted at x. We denote jS x j by s x . There are three cases: (x is a leaf node.) We set S x := make set(1) and s x := 1. (x is a union node.) Let y and z be the children of x in the T G . Then, following Theorem 4.3, we set S x := merge(S y ; S z ) and s x := s y + s z . (x is a product node.) Let y and z be the children of x in the cotree and assume, without loss of generality, that size(y) size(z) ( 
Complexity
As stated in section 2, jT G j is O(n). The number of make set, merge and insert operations, added together, is at most the number of nodes of T G . To bound the number of extract max operations, note that in processing any given (critical) product node x the number of extract max operations is at most one more than the size of the non-critical child of x. Hence, the total number of extract max operations is bounded by the number of critical product nodes plus the total size of all maximal non-critical nodes (non-critical nodes with critical parents). Since the latter is just the number of non-critical leaves, it follows that the total number of extract max operations is O(n).
Since the cost of processing any node is, up to constants, dominated by the cost of manipulating the appropriate priority queues, it follows that the entire algorithm runs in O(n log n) time.
Finding the paths
It is straightforward to modify the algorithm of the previous subsection to construct the paths in a perfect path cover of G in O(n log n) time. A path is represented by a singly linked list of its vertices (in reverse order). For a path P, head(P) and tail(P) point to the rst and last vertex of P, respectively. Clearly, this representation su ces to permit concatenation of two paths in constant time.
For each non-critical node x in the cotree T G , we need only compute the set of leaves of the subtree rooted at x. For each critical node x in the cotree T G , we now compute not only the set S x but also a corresponding set of paths. The required path manipulations (other than initialization) are as described in the proof of Theorem 4.2. As with the extract max operation count above, it is easy to bound the number of elementary path manipulations by the total size of all maximal non-critical nodes. As previously noted, this is O(n).
6 k-cores and k-blankets in cographs By the de nition of perfect path cover, our O(n log n) algorithm for nding a perfect path cover constructs a minimum path cover of an arbitrary cograph given by its cotree representation. In addition, it provides a k-blanket for all suitable values of k. By Theorem 3.1, it follows that k-cores too can be constructed e ciently, provided the given cograph is connected (and hence a product graph). It remains to show how to compute the k-core of a disconnected cograph, for arbitrary k. Let Theorem 6.1 Assuming k r, the set R described above is a k-core of G. Proof: Let S be any k-core of G. For each i, 1 i r, let a i denote the number of paths from G i in S.
Clearly a i 1 and P 1 i r a i = k.
Since b P i is a perfect path cover of G i , it follows that the partial path cover S 0 , formed by choosing, for each i, 1 i r, the a i longest paths in b P i (which, by Theorem 3.1, forms both an a i -blanket and an a i -core in G i ) satis es ecc(S 0 ) ecc(S). Hence S 0 also forms a k-core of G. But, by the construction of R, we are guaranteed that span(R) span(S 0 ). Since R and S 0 both induce a blanket in each component of G, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that ecc(R) = n ? span(R) n ? span(S 0 ) = ecc(S 0 ). Hence R also forms a k-core of G.
It should be clear from the above how to compute, in O(n log n) time, a k-core of given cograph G, for arbitrary k, using a perfect path cover of each of the components of G.
Conclusion
We have presented an O(n log n) time algorithm for nding a perfect path cover of an arbitrary cograph given by its cotree representation. >From this O(n log n) time algorithms for constructing minimum path covers, k-blankets (including as a special case the longest path) and k-cores in cographs are easily formulated. To our knowledge these are the rst polynomial algorithms for the k-blanket and k-core problems ( for arbitrary k) on any nontrivial class of graphs.
The notion of a perfect path cover might be worth studying in connection with other graph families.
It is perhaps worth remarking that our O(n log n) time algorithm for nding a perfect path cover, the central result of this paper, can be easily extended to apply to vertex-weighted cographs (with the natural generalization of path length).
